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PSYCHOANALYTICAL BREAKTHROUGH
Results of a study by Dr Fred Sangfroid, a leading member of The Koch Institute in Burbank CA, 
has revealed that there is an unconscious negative impulse in the modern human being. It is a 
complex complex that sees even young males trying to grow their pension prematurely and 
damaging their ability to see reality. Bombarded by media, these alfalfa males are obsessing about 
their pensions. 
People need to treat this complex issue by issue and they can’t fall down, the eminent doctor said 
with a gleam in his eye. It is no good thinking about mother’s way of dealing with money and then 
applying it to the market. Also, pension enlargement plans are poppycock; they are full of 
asterisks. No-one should take asterisks with your future. There is some evidence that this complex  
stems from the transition from when, as children, people could open and close their own Post 
Offices, and now, when they begin to realise it is government at the behest of corporations that 
control deposits, withdrawals and purchasing of post-it notes, the sufferer retreats inside their 
self and begins to resent their disenfranchisement. Also, when they realise the ridiculous amount 
of vendors of a happy future retirement, all of whom are only interested in upfront monies with 
the underlying economic truth of instability for sufferers identifying those with already lucrative 
deals - politicians, royalty and even those well-to-do proletarians who benefitted from times of 
well-paid, well-serviced schemed jobs, jobs that have albut disappeared. 
Another key element in this complex is the slippery slope of economic inevitability that is leading 
to a passive acceptance that future generations will have to partake in a kind of lottery, not even a 
quiz programme, to not even ensure a pension. Also, with governments abandoning agreements 
made with voting populaces to deliver living pensions, the sense of betrayal of any tenets of a 
representative democratic system only adds to the condition of Pension Envy. 
Further complications ensue when sufferers subconsciously desire to be like mother, who seems to 
be better placed to enjoy retirement, thus rejecting father who, in the eyes of sufferers, is 
emasculated by economic circumstance and does little or nothing to improve conditions in which 
Pension Envy grows. This position is, of course, based on gender fallacy of potential pension 
earnings based on a nostalgia for more stable economic conditions before advanced corporate 
capitalism.
A deeper aspect of Pension Envy is found in the Homo-eroticism of the financial sector with the 
ups and downs, the ins and outs and the flamboyant gesturing of the stock markets appealing to a 
revisionist libido that defines its self by adaptability rather than more rigid columnar desires for 
supremacy in a hotbed of activity. The hole-in-the-wall exchanges that can be perpetrated in the 
dark appeal to the fundamental urbanised, mechanised neophyte urges of the modern human 
being that fulfils the sensual desires of busy kinetic organisms that would otherwise acknowledge 
the utter emptiness of their lives.
Critics have dismissed the findings as mere intellectual masturbation but overlook the essence of 
all this so-called activity in the modern world. In response to these criticisms the last word is with 
Dr Sangfroid, “When you are using your digits to merely depress buttons or market values of rival 
bankers, you lose all feeling for other organisms. You become a member of the human race covered 
in a skin that actually keeps you from touching your own desire for closeness to significant others 
in any sensual realm. To look constantly to a future condition of material comfort whilst ignoring 
the present possibilities of love, sex and sense of true belonging is setting one’s self up for a 
monumental anti-climax. The short-term explosions of financial dealing cannot take the place of 
longer developing and more sustaining pleasures of life itself. This is why Pension Envy is a form 
of self-denial in that it seeks fulfilment where there is too little to properly satisfy the complex 
needs of sentient beings estranged from their father-figure, the banks.” 

LAYING A GHOST
There was evidence of political progress in a sometimes well-known north-eastern town, when in 
the latest by-election, a Chimpanzee was voted in as their MP despite the national hung 
parliament.
“He’s a damned sight more honest than the previous incumbent and he doesn’t touch himself as 
much. He’s also a great nitpicker in debate.” said a happy voter of the town.
The new MP’s campaign mantras were: “Greater representation for all primates,” “Many a good 
hanging prevents a Tory or so-called Liberal Democrat getting voted in,” and, “I want to be seen as 
a Chimpanzee of the People.”

LIVING VERTICALLY 
By Stacy LeVine June 15, 2013 (Inconsequential NYC Correspondent)

My maiden literary voyage on the RMS Inconsequential revolved around Manhattan manners. 
Largely focused on rude dog owner behavior, it began with a brief anecdote about my 1989 
elevator encounter with a wasp. And now, for the rest of that story… My father is a retired colon 
and rectal surgeon; a proctologist. (Take a moment to get over the hilarity. Dad is a proud “Ass 
Man,” and he thinks it’s far funnier than you do.) As a child, I often found myself in hospital 
nursing stations waiting for Dad as he made his patient rounds. This situation was always 
incredibly boring, but highly lucrative when it came time to sell Girl Scout Cookies. It was during 
one such bound-for-the-nurse-station outing that I was neck-stung. That’s right. I was attacked by 
a wasp in a hospital elevator. Horrific, on so many levels. 
The dress I was wearing that fateful day was green-and-blue plaid with a big, white collar. 
Unbeknownst to me, a wasp flew up underneath that big collar as Dad and I passed buggy foliage 
en route to the physician entrance from the parking lot. (Wasps are a constant torment in Florida, 
my home from 1984 to 1997.) It wasn’t until we were in the elevator that the winged menace 
unveiled himself to punish my neck for his collar incarceration. 
There was no one in the elevator but Dad and me. The sudden hymenopteran aggression was 
utterly unprovoked. We were both standing still when I screamed and grabbed my neck. Honey 
bees die after they sting. Wasps do not. So the menace flew off my neck and began frantically 
reconnoitering our collective steel prison. Dad and I cowered in a corner until the doors opened 
and then bolted into the hallway. I don’t know what happened to the flying thorn after that, 
because I was immediately rushed to the emergency room for a stinger extraction. I can only hope 
the amputated monster was quickly vanquished. 
As mentioned in my first Inconsequential piece, I have since nursed a severe anxiety about 
elevators, which is a chronic headache as an adult New Yorker. Quoting myself, “We live on top of 
each other here, and we certainly have no escape from nuisance in elevators.” We also have no 
escape from elevators, themselves. According to the most current statistics available from the 
United States Census Bureau, an estimated 8,336,697 people resided in the five boroughs in July 
of 2012. And, according to The New York Times, that population is distributed across just 304.8 
square miles (789.4 km2) of actual land. Of the estimated 3.7 million employed in New York City, 
56% work in Manhattan. Of those who work in Manhattan: 6.5% commute from Long Island 
(Nassau and Suffolk counties); 4% commute from Westchester County, and; 5% commute from 
Bergen and Hudson counties in New Jersey. Then, of course, there is the rest of New Jersey, plus 
those who haul ass from Connecticut and the Poconos every workday. The only way to house and 
provide business space for the millions on this relatively minute land tract is to build vertically. 
Unfortunately, living vertically is only possible because of elevators. It so happens that my mother 
also nurses an elevator anxiety, one that predates mine by twenty years and began in New York 
City. It was 1969. She was eighteen and visiting her aunt and uncle in the Riverdale neighborhood 
of the Bronx when she and her cousin got trapped in a residential high-rise elevator for twenty-
five minutes. Stuck between the first and second floors, they were ultimately pulled vertically by 
hand onto the second floor, after which Mom broke down. She has been a claustrophobe ever 
since. 
I have been long baffled and annoyed by the propensity of non-elevator-phobes to linger in the 
darn things. Don’t worry about being polite when it’s time to step off an elevator, people. (I 
certainly don’t.) Exit as quickly as possible. That said, Japanese businessmen get a cultural hall 
pass on this personal foible. Having noticed a peculiar practice in my office building, I asked an 
employee of MITSUI & CO., LTD. GLOBAL why her colleagues always hesitate a moment before 
exiting the elevator single-file. She explained that it is their tradition to enter and exit elevators 
in order of seniority. This can take a while. And it is awkward. 
I could fill volumes with observations of elevator awkwardness. I once had a bizarre encounter in 
the same building with a very-pregnant woman who stepped onto an elevator car in which I had 
previously been alone. Like any socialized human, I was standing with my back to the wall and my 
face to the doors. Inexplicably, the pregnant woman never turned back to face the doors once she 
was safely inside the car. We faced each other in uncomfortable silence all the way to the lobby. 
What the hell was that?
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I would like to share a little-known elevator fact. Hopefully, word will spread virally and at least 
one maddening meme will be vanquished like the oh-so-deserving amputee wasp from my 
childhood. According to what is, in both my humble opinion and that of those far less humble, 
America’s greatest magazine, The New Yorker: “In most elevators, at least in any built or installed 
since the early nineties, the door-close button doesn’t work. It is there mainly to make you think it 
works. (It does work if, say, a fireman needs to take control. But you need a key, and a fire, to do 
that.)” So, yes, you look like an idiot to me when you repeatedly stab that button trying to make 
some other poor slob even later than you are. 
In conclusion, this New Yorker implores the global elevator-riding public at large: Unless it is an 
obscure cultural tenet to behave otherwise, end the futility of abusing door-close buttons to foil 
potential entrants, face the doors so as not to unnerve your companions, exit the second you’re 
able and, of course, keep those damn dogs to yourself. ◉
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STEALING A MARCH
Charles Fagin has been awarded The Lying Fox award for private enterprise.
Last month, Lord Fagin took on seven more urchins and put them to work immediately. The self-
made man of the people said modestly in interview recently, ”You’ve got to make a packet or sue, 
Bob.”
His enterprise is taking advantage of the ideological trend of offering work to youngsters who 
would otherwise be running free and not taking part in the capitalist exchange system. The new 
approach fits in nicely with their natural inclination to turn up for grown-up things when they 
want to.
Fagin added, “We’ve tapped in to their nature and used it to full commercial advantage by 
advertising mostly by word of mouth as it is more cost efficient, the axiom, ‘Turn up for work when 
I needs you’. This way everyone’s a winner.” What Fagin didn’t mention was the extensive 
advertising campaign which has school exercise books emblazoned with the corporate mantra, ‘you 
don’t eat if you don’t work’.
Fagin also gets significant support from the public purse in the form of a grant which guarantees 
him profit untainted by running costs including wage bills. “All of my boys leave feedback forms on 
their customers, so that we can react to customers’ views on how to improve our service. Only last 
week one of my boys gave a customer a discount when he took almost all of his loose change but left 
him with his store credit card. You can’t want for more considerate thieving than that can you?”
The Minister for Pickpockets and Entrepreneurs, Martin Bolsh-it, said, “It just shows you what can 
be achieved with a ‘can do and will do regardless’ attitude. Children today have more get up and go 
than we often portray and with the social and political environment that lacks morality and ethical 
fairness, well, frankly, anything goes.” There is talk that Lord Fagin will be getting a letter of 
invitation with the Royal letterhead any day soon.
Lord F did however have to let one of his charges go when, in his mano-a-mano monthly meetings, 
the ungrateful little tyke, in response to being given a wider catchment area for his work, replied, 
“Please sir, no more.”
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AS LUCK WOULD HAVE IT
One of the unluckiest people still alive, Lesley Behan, is recovering in a private ward after almost 
swallowing a kite.
The unfortunate woman is still spitting feathers at her ill-luck: she was out strolling on one of those 
blustery days recently, when a man, taking his kite for a spin, lost control causing it to plummet 
towards Ms Behan. Naturally taken aback, Lesley’s jaw dropped and the hapless kite came down 
right into the considerable ‘hole’. Before anyone could react to prevent it, the kite became lodged in 
Lesley’s throat. The two parties involved in the incident, Ms Behan and Ken Nothing have at least 
worked out a mutually agreed settlement without a court case, agreeing to live together and pool 
their misfortune so as to avoid being sued by strangers. “At least we understand the nature of 
accident and luck better than most.” said a happy Mr Nothing, sharing the bed next to Ms Behan, 
after falling over her bedpan on a visit to her in hospital.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

POINTLESS HEADLINE FOUND TO HAVE NO SUBSTANCE

SCENE FROM THE 21ST CENTURY
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SHOOTING STARS IN A BARREL
Scene One:
There is a small, greyish figure sat at a desk in a large open-plan office complex. On a jaded fascia 
desk, just in front of the figure, is a childishly ostentatious certificate with the legend Team Star 
emblazoned in very large font.
Within a few seconds a shadow grows over the incumbent figure. A manager-type figure, wearing 
the appointed apparel of their station, comes from behind and hovers over the desk-bound figure. 
The manager goes on to pat the seated figure on the back in a very condescending fashion.
A terse, unemotional, “Well done” emanates from the pursed lips of the manager.
The seated, fatigued figure musters a “Mmm” in response.
It transpires that the manager gives the seated figure another identical certificate, with the same 
emblazoned title of Team Star.
Curtain Falls.

Scene Two:
As above except that the manager this time merely embraces the seated figure but this time 
nothing is said.
We are given the added visual display of the manager’s shadow withdrawing from the scene and 
the bright letters of the certificates sparkling.
Curtain Falls.

Scene Three:
The background has changed, the action now takes place in a room that has smaller card-type 
certificates of a sort, and on them are small narratives conveying simple information concerning 
job vacancies and their necessary details.
In a few seconds we see an automatic door slide open and the small, greyish figure, looking more 
charcoal-grey than before, enters and makes its way to the wood-fascia desk.
“I’m here for my back-to-work interview.” 
Just then, the figure turns round and recognises another greyish figure a desk along. In an 
impulse of reminiscence, the first figure goes to the other and embraces them saying,
“Hello, you young so-and-so, I didn’t know you had been made redundant, too.”
The young so-and-so starts and is then seen to fumble in the right hand pocket of their garment 
in a state of some agitation.
The first figure, puzzled, says, “Are you OK?”
The second figure, still with their hand in the pocket replies,” Yeah but embracing this change is a 
dubious legacy of modernity.”
At this they look at one another and, after a moment of unease, start laughing uproariously.
Just as tears start streaming from both in this fit of amusement, the desk clerks, in unison, say,
“If you’ll just take a seat, there’ll be someone along to see to you in a moment.”
They both move off to take adjacent seats and resume a shared look of resigned anxiety.
Curtain Falls Off.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OH, KNICKERS!
Ever had one of those days that begins far too early, alarmingly early, and you dress in obscene 
haste to catch a bus or train, or even start the car in order to speed off to work or a job seekers 
back-to-work interview?
This sounds mundane enough and probably is common, but it is when you get to your destination 
and you take a seat for the first time and realise that you are sitting on a button. No, not the 
button on the back of your trousers, as this suggests you are almost lying down, but that little 
tell-tale button that shouts out to you, causing sudden paranoia where you think this opprobrium 
can be heard by everyone, that you have put your underpants on the wrong way round.
After the initial panic and embarrassment you are somewhat relieved that your tackle hasn’t 
shrunk and the bellowing is only the back part on the front, you inevitably wonder, ‘Do women 
have the same discomfort with their knickers on back to front, or do they even notice?’




